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Prior to 1900 the printing press dominated the
recording and dissemination of information. People
read books to learn and looked for additional facts in
encyclopedias and dictionaries. News and discussions of
current affairs came from newspapers and magazines. After
1900 the radio, the phonograph, and the motion picture came
into use. However, these served more to entertain than to
inform.
Revolutionary" developments known as the television
and the computer appeared during the 1950s. Many publishers
feared that television would take over the recreational
and informational functions of print since it quickly grew
to dominate communication. Although the computer was
created for scientific calculations, it soon became indis-
pensible for accounting and management. Although some
people were inclined to believe that the computer might
become the encyclopedia of the future, the new invention
served to complement rather than to replace print. The
computer became a valuable tool for type-setting, organizing
data for publication, and in the work of libraries.
-1-
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A new series of technological developments in broad
casting, computers, and telecommunications have occurred
in the last few years. The size of computers has now been
reduced by a factor of hundreds and has thus lowered the
cost of storing and manipulating data. Many services that
have long been technologically possible are now also
economical.
Among other things, the computer has already trans
formed library cataloging and bibliographical methods. In
the future, more and more data banks will contain not only
bibliographical facts about documents, but also the docu
ments themselves.
In education, computer assisted instruction is an
effective medium used to help educators augment existing
educational plans. Not only does it help teachers to
raise student achievement levels, but it also improves
learning attitudes.
Traditional teaching methods at all levels of formal
education are being supplemented and replaced by computer-
assisted instruction. This development is revolutionalizing
educational methods; therefore, this study was made to focus
attention on the use of computerized instruction at the
elementary school level. Since computers are and will
become increasingly significant in the future in the lives




The purpose of this study is to trace the develop
ment of the computer from ancient times to the present; to
show the use of the computer in some of the elementary
programs in the United States; and to describe the effec
tiveness of these programs. A variety of programs have
been chosen at random for discussion. In addition to an
explanation of each program, charts and diagrams are
included to show the advantages or disadvantages of using
the computer in elementary schools.
Methodology
In order to ascertain what had been done in elemen
tary education with computer-assisted instruction, ERIC
microfische in the Chicago Public Library were searched
under the subject heading Computer Assisted Instruction and
Elementary Education. In addition the Dialogue Data Base
was searched by computer in the Atlanta University School
of Library and Information Studies to locate references to
computer-assisted instruction in elementary education and
the teaching of reading.
From these data a list was made of elementary school
systems that used computer based instruction. Letters were
sent to the following school systems requesting information
about these programs, how they were administered, types of
instruction used, the kind of training required for teachers,
and the methods of testing:
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Nineteenth Yearbook of the National Reading
Confernece, Marquette University, 1217 W.
Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
National Reading Conference, 1970.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1970.
Massachusetts University, Amherst School of
Education, 1968-71.
General Learning Corp., Washington, D.C.;
Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
Learning Research and Development Center,
University of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1971-72.
Office of Research and Evaluation, Philadelphia
School District, Pennsylvania, 1969.
CAI Program, 1972, c/o Einstein High School,
11135 Newport Mill Road, Kensington, Maryland 20795.
Montgomery County Public Schools, 1972, Rockville,
Maryland.
Education Service Center, Region 18, P.O. Box 6020,
Midland, Texas 79701.
Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social
Sciences, Stanford University, Stanford, California.
Paintsville, Kentucky Board of Education.
Computer-Based Education Laboratory, University
of Illinois at Urbana - Champaign, Urbana,
Illinois 61801.
Kendall Demonstration Elementary School,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1976.
Academic Computing Directory (A Search for
Exemplary Institutions Using Computers for
Learning and Teaching), Human Resources Research
Organization, Alexandria, Virginia, 1976.
Jefferson County Public Schools, Lakewood, Colorado.
Iowa Association of Elementary School, Principals,
Des Moines, Attn: Harold Sloan.
Computer Curriculum Corporation, 700 Hansen Way,
Palo Alto, California 94304.
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These seven programs were selected in order to show
a variety of subject areas taught at the elementary school
level by computer assistance. Four specific areas included
in four programs are reading, spelling, mathematics, and
the Russian language. Two programs are general in that
they offer a broad scope of subject areas, and one program
concentrates on testing programs in several subject areas.
One of these programs was designed by computer.
These seven programs were studied and described in
terms of how they were administered, their effectiveness in
terms of pupil learning, and the advantages of rising com
puterized instruction as compared with traditional teaching
methods.
As a background for the discussion of the use of
computers in elementary education, a brief history of the
evaluation of computers is presented in the second chapter.
The third chapter deals with the description of the seven
computer-assisted elementary schools' instructional programs
selected for this study. The last chapter summarizes the
second and third chapters and presents some conclusions.
CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF THE COMPUTER
The modern electronic computer that is used today
actually began some 5,000 years ago in ancient Babylonia
with the invention of the abacus. It was then that man
first discovered that if he marked figures on a dust
covered board, he could compute faster than with fingers.
This "dust board" became the "computer abacus" where
grooves were cut into a board and small discs representing
the numerals were moved along the grooves. The Chinese
people are generally given credit for developign movable
beads on rods.
Many years later, in 1617, John Napier, a distin
guished Scottish mathematician and the inventor of loga
rithms, published a work describing ingenious methods of
performing the fundamental operations of multiplication
and division by means of "rods" or "bones". These were
called Napier's bones because they were printed on sticks
of bone or ivory.
David Bergamini et al., Mathematics (New York




During the year 1642, the French scientist-philosopher
Blaise Pascal built a successful digital calculating machine
to aid him in computations for his father's business
accounts. This was the first adding machine to resemble
the modern desk calculator.
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibiz, the German mathematician,
invented a more advanced adding machine called the "Stepped
Reckoner" in 1694. Whereas Pascal's machine could only
count, the "Stepped Reckoner" could also multiply, divide,
2
and extract square roots.
An English inventor named Charles Babbage developed
the "Analytical Engine" in 1835. This contained two basic
components: (1) a storage unit with a memory device, and
(2) the arithmetic desk-calculator section. This invention
became the world's first digital computer.
In 1886, a United States statistician named Herman
Hollerith developed the idea that punched holes in cards
could be sensed by a machine that could sort and manipulate
the arithmetic sums represented by the holes. These sort
ing punching devices were forerunners for current peripheral
equipment. In 1911 Hollerith joined with two companies to
Ibid., p. 23.
2
David Bergamini et al., Mathematics (New York:
Time, Inc., 1963), p. 23.
3James T. Rogers, The Pantheon Story of Mathematics
for Young People (New York: Pantheon Press, 1966), p. 117.
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form the Computing Tabulating Recording Company, which
later became International Business Machines Corporation
(IBM) .1
Engineers from International Business Machines
Corporation and Howard Aiken of Howard University spent
five years constructing a fully automatic calculator using
standard business-machine components. The Automatic Sequence
Controlled Calculator (Harvard Mark I) was completed in 1944.
During 1946, the ENIAC (Electronic Numberical Integrator
and Calculator) developed by J. Presper Eckert and John W.
Mauchly of the University of Pennsylvania, became the first
all-purpose, all-electronic digital computer. The follow
ing year John Von Neumann devised a method for converting
the ENIAC concept of an externally programmed machine to
that of a stored-program computer, the EDVAC (Electronic
Discrete Variable Automatic Computer).
Smaller, cheaper, and faster have been the by-words
of the computer industry since its inception, and especially
since the advent of the silicon semiconductor chip early in
the 1970s. The major consequence of the continuing trend
toward more computer power at less cost was the continued
penetration of computers into all levels of business,
2
government, and other realms of society.
Encyclopedia Britannica, 15th ed., s.v. "Herman
Hollerith."
2
Encyclopedia Britannica Book of the Year, 19 80, s.v.
"Computers," by Jerold L. Kellman.
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The silicon chip took a step forward late in 1978 with
IBM's announcement that an experimental high-density micro-
circuit had been produced by electron beam technology. The
density of the circuits generated with the new technology
is ten times greater than the density of circuits in con
ventional silicon chips, since the new circuitry operates
with just one-tenth the energy dissipation of previous
field-effect transistor circuits.
Texas Instruments captured another market for itself
with the TI-59 programmable calculator. This is a pocket-
sized instrument that sells for about $400. It resembles
far more expensive microcomputers in its ability to remember
automatically the keystroke sequence required to solve a
problem. Sequences can be stored either on tiny magnetic
cards or in semiconductor memory chips. The card and chip
modules can be inserted easily into the calculator.
Computer Fundamentals
The basic functions of any digital computer are:
(1) input, [2) storage, C3) control, (4) processing, and
(5) output. The computer has properties similar to that of
an adding machine. It can add, subtract, multiply, divide,
and list. It can also make decisions on the basis of
stored instructions. The stored program concept and the
-10-
memory capability are the two primary characteristics dif
ferentiating the computer from a high-speed calculator.
Analog computers measure and work with continuously
varying quantities such as temperature, speed and pressure.
Electronic analog computers work by converting the varying
input numbers and quantities into correspondingly varying
voltages, and then performing specified functions on these
signals such as addition and multiplication or integration
to produce output voltages that represent the results of
the computations. These computers are used in scientific
calculations and engineering design research.
Digital computers work with numbers that represent
alphabetical characters as opposed to the analog computer
which works with varying quantities and measurements. This
machine has the ability to sort and compare information,
and to analyze and store it for future reference.
Occasionally, analog data has to be fed into a
digital computer, and other times digital data has to be
fed into an analog machine. This is done by feeding the
data through analog to digital converters and through
digital to analog converters. A good example of this is
electrocardiogram analysis: Heartbeat measurements are
taken in analog form, converted to digital form and fed
into a digital computer for analysis. This is known as
hybrid computing.
Compton's Encyclopedia, 1979 ed., s.v. "Computers--
What They Are and What They Do."
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Computer Programming
To enable the user to instruct and communicate with
the machines it has been necessary to invent languages that
are easier to use than the basic binary code of a computer.
Programs in the computer are used to translate these into
the machine's own instructions. IN FORTRAM (FORmula TRANs-
lation), for example, an instruction might say 'ADD X to Y
at Z1 where S and Y are numbers and Z is an accumulator or
register. Another common scientific language is ALGOL which
takes its name from algorithm which is a set of instructions
for solving a specific problem.
COBOL (Common Business Oriented Language) was developed
as a more alphabetically based business language, so that
the instructions written in this language came nearer to
ordinary language. Computer languages are often referred
to as being 'high level' (near to man) or 'low level1 (near
2
to machine).
The basic software of a system comprises the machine
programs, compilers and assemblers to translate high level
languages to machine code, and a program library of commonly
used basic programs. The main applications programs are
written to instruct the machine to perform the specific







Of the seven programs selected for discussion, four
cover specific areas of reading, spelling, mathematics,
and the Russian language. For the reading program, the
computer was employed primarily as a program design tool.
Two programs are more comprehensive in that they cover a
broad scope of subject matter. One program covers computer
ized testing in several subject areas. These have been
chosen in order to show the various ways computer-assisted
instruction is used in elementary education.
An Experimental Test of a First Grade
Reading-Typewriting Program
Multimedia and computer assisted instruction prompted
the design of this particular reading-typewriting program.
In this instance, the computer was employed primarily as a
program design tool. The program which was produced by
the computer was essentially a linguistic phonetic program
adapted for the use of the typewriter as a teaching
machine.
Marie Bernazza et al., "An Experimental Test of
a First Grade Reading-Typewriting Program," Reading: Process
and Pedagogy, Nineteenth Yearbook of the National Reading




The structure of the program was progressive part,
single phonetic unit block technique (Bloomer 1960). Here
the child learned to read, type, and pronounce a single
phoneme and its combination with preceding phonemes before
1 2
moving to another phoneme. '
The program consisted of two phases: (1) a consistent
phonetic program in which the children learned the short
vowel sounds and the common sounds for the consonants; (2)
the children first reviewed the first year's work and were
given the consonant digraphs and the vowels in rule-
3
situations.
The computer produced an optimal teaching order of
phonemic elements based upon discriminablity of sounds and
orthographic shapes, as well as the frequence of occurrence
and the phonemes. One constraint on the phoneme selection
was the finger with which the key is normally struck on the
typewriter. The reading-typewriting program was designed
for beginning first-graders, and the readiness program was
built in as a part of the program itself. The typing done
by the children was restricted to the index fingers on both
hands. As soon as the children had mastered the typing,
as well as the reading of words made up of the phonemic
elements that can be pressed by the index finger, the








introduced. Therefore, the children gradually worked from
index finger learning to touch type.
The experiment involved middle-class children in a
suburban area of a large city in Texas. Two schools from
the same district were involved. The children were assigned
to two experimental classes and two control classes on a
random basis. Reading-typewriting was taught for two
forty minute periods per day in the experimental classes,
while reading in the control groups was taught for two forty
minute periods per day. In the typing class, individual
work was allowed and encouraged, but the children were
taught collectively. Except for the typewriters, the
activities of the experimental classes and the normal
2
classes were the same.
In addition to an Olivetti-Underwood Lettera 31 type
writer, each child in the experimental group had his own
workbook for the reading typewriting program. There was
also a primer which contained several phonetically con
sistent stories composed only of phonetic elements which
the child had already mastered. This book contained work
book exercises to accompany each of the twenty stories.
With the amount of typing in the experimental classes,





considerations of the experiment related to the effect of
a large amount of typewriting on the handwriting of the
children. Essentially, there proved to be no effect, in
that experimental and control groups did equally well on
the Zaner-Bloser Handwriting Test as evaluated by indepen
dent judges.
TABLE 1
READING-TYPING COMPARED WITH CONTROL
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST

































































Table 1 shows the results of the experiment according
to the Stanford Acheivement battery (Campbell and Stanley,
Ibid., p. 37.
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1963). Significant differences in favor of the experi
mental group occurred for paragraph meaning, word study
skills, and spelling. No differences were found in the
other areas of the test battery.
The Reading Skills Diagnostic Test was used to
determine the specific reading skills where differences
occurred between the experimental and control groups. As
seen in Table 2, both groups did equally well in the recog
nition of the letters of the alphabet. In simple phonics,
the group using the reading-typewriting program was signifi
cantly superior. This should not be surprising since the
reading-typewriting program in its linguistic form con
centrated upon simple phonics.
Pupils using the reading-typewriting program were
significantly superior in complex phonics (words with vowel
rules, or words containing diagraphs such as ch, sh, th)•
It should be noted that there was no teaching of these
rules or diagraphs for the reading-typewriting group,
indicating a significant amount of generalization from
3
previous knowledge, or from the acquired simple phonics.
There was no significant difference in sight words.
These words must be learned by sight since they do not fit






words are included in the reading-typewriting program,
but they are all used with a high degree of frequency in
the English language and are included in most reading
programs. Although the control program had been presented
with a large number of these words, the scores were none
the less equivalent.
TABLE 2
READING-TYPING PROGRAM COMPARED WITH CONTROL




























































*t .05w/w 100 df p=1.99
t .05w/w 100 df p=2.37
Computer Assisted Instruction in Spelling
The rich heritage of the English language has resulted
in many departures from a strict alphabetic transcription
of the language. However, even though phoneme-to-grapheme
-18-
mappings are not strictly one-to-one, phonemes still
provide important clues to the pronunciations and
spellings of words in American English, and the number
of graphemic options for each phoneme is limited.
Additional information for spelling comes from ortho
graphic invariances that hold across sets of words that
are semantically related; for example, the spelling of
night clues tonight and benighted. Still further
information is provided by rules governing the addition
of structural endings to root words. Two computer-assisted
instruction programs in spelling have been developed that
emphasize these sources of information. One program is
on spelling patterns for selected phonemes (SPELPAT), the
other on word families (Structural Analysis).
The lesson rationale for SPELPAT relies heavily on
the concept proposed by Simon and Simon (1972) that a
speller uses stored visual recognition information to select
the correct graphemic option from possible spelling alter
natives. Following from this concept, the SPELPAT program
is designed to give students practice in attending the
graphemic options employed in spelling target sounds in
chosen words. This is accomplished by requiring the
student to: (1) read a sentence and identify words
Karen K. Block and Dorothea P. Simon, "Computer
Assisted Instruction in Spelling," A Computer Resource for
the Elementary School (Washington, D.C.: United States
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1972), p. 15.
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containing the target sound, (2) count the ways in which
the wound is spelled in selected words, and (3) sort the
words under their spelling patterns for that sound.
One important aspect of SPELPAT is that it is com
pletely general so that any group of words that illustrate
graphemic options and that can be worked into a few lines
can be plugged in. Thus, the program can be adapted to
any grade level.
Plans were made for a student to use the SPELPAT pro
gram in place of the regular spelling sessons on the units
programmed. After completing a lesson, the student would
take the post test from the regular curriculum for words
in that unit. An eighty-five percent correct criterion
on the post test would determine whether the unit had been
mastered or if further work was needed. Initial use of
the program was to be limited to one grade so that manage
ment procedures could be developed into a smooth operating
system and the load on the computer consoles estimated.
Structural Analysis, the second CAI program empha
sizing phonemic clues and orthographic invariances in
semantically related words, provides practice on structural
rules and teaches the spellings of affixations and root





drill and practice on a set of words that illustrate the
rule. There are two item forms for each word taught, a
root item form and a derived item form. Each time the
student responds to an item, he is told whether or not
his spelling is correct. If it is not correct, he is told
to try again and the word and its item forms are saved for
re-presentation at the end of the word list. If the
spelling is incorrect on the second try, the correct
spelling is given and a new word presented. Exercises on
a series of words illustrating a rule are terminated when
the student coxrectly spells both the root and derived
forms of all words on the list.
Brentwood Mathematics Program
This is one of seven computer-assisted instruction
programs utilized at Stanford University during 1968. Of
the seventy-two children who began the quarter, three
moved. During the quarter, seven children enrolled and
three were determined by their classroom teacher to be
insufficiently mature to work on-line. This made a total
of seventy-three children working on-line at the end of
the quarter. Examination of Table 3 shows the rate of
the children's progress through the programmed curriculum.
Lesson failures are summarized in Table 4. Table 5 shows
-21-
the number o£ children whose achievement for the week
falls within the indicated range of percentage correct.
A new sign-on program was written and put into use
early in the quarter. This allowed a signal command to
be typed for each group resulting in the automatic sign-on
of every child in the group. This eliminated the individual
signing on of each child saving from one to three minutes
before each group, and freed the person who formerly typed
the individual sign-ons so that one less person was needed
2
to prepare for a new group.
The main topics studied during the quarter were
telling time to the minute, the calendar, lineary measure
ment, and an introduction to graphing. Throughout all of
these activities, there was an emphasis on manipulative
experiences having the children relate the topics to their
own lives, verbalizing the mathematical ideas inherent in
the study of these topics, and writing mathematical state-
3
ments to express some of the ideas they had verbalized.
Richard C. Atkinson and Patrick Suppes, Stanford
Program in Computer-Assisted Instruction, January 1, 1968
to March 31, 1968 (Stanford, California:" Stanford

























































































































































































































































































LESSONS FAILED IN BOOKS 6-10, BRENTWOOD MATHEMATICS
Book Lesson Description Number of
Failures
6 C finding value of one dime or or n pennies 2
D counting from 10<£ - 19<£ 4
E reflections about the vertical axis and
rotations of congruent figures 2
F adding 10 + n 8
G choosing correct coins to buy pictured
object 19
H adding 10 + n 5
J three addends, sum less than 10 5
K subtraction less than 10 27
L counting money 3
M review of more, less 15
R first, second, third, last 4
S three addends, sum less than 10 21
T 10 + n 6
U introduction to yes-no multiple-choice
format 2
V review equal sets 5
7 A review of sums less than 10 9
C sums to 11 17
E distinguishing between "+" and "-" 16
F sums to 11 8
H subtraction from 10 or less 8
I sums to 12 35
J review of equal sets 3
K union of sets without symbol 4
L union of sets introducing "U" 22
M sums to 8 - 12 4




Book Lesson Description Number of
Failures
R subtraction 13
S sums to 12 by counting from n 24
7 U union of three sets 11
V union of two or three sets 5
8 A sums to 13 6
B subtraction from 10 or less 14
C sums to 11, 12, 13 9
D recognition of equations child hears read 14
F adding 0 to 4 - 9 2
G review more, less 1
H adding 0 - 4 to 8 and 9 4
I introduction to similar figures 1
J rotations of similar figures 5
L 10 + n in columns 8
M review counting money to 19$ 10
N sums 10-13 3
R recognition of equations child hears read 13
S sums to 11, 12, 13 16
T review equal sets 1
U review union of 2 or 3 sets 2
V sums to 11, 12, 13 7
W recognition of both addition and subtraction
equations child hears read 9
X writing an addition equation to match a
simple picture story 14
9 A conserving number 9
C relating m+n=p, p-m=n, and
p - n = m 6
D review more, less 6
E subtraction from 10 or less 3
F introduction to counting marks on the scope 6
-25-
TABLE 4--Continued
Book Lesson Description Number of
Failures
J practice subtraction from 10 or less 9
K relating addition and subtraction 7
L review equal sets 4
M finding different ways to make the same
set 5
N practice subtraction from 10 or less 15
9 R sums to 11, 12, 13 15
S review rotation of similar figures 1
T sums to 11, 12, 13 7
U practice subtraction from 10 or less 10
V introduction to open and closed figures 10
X writing a subtraction equation to match
a picture story 28
V preparation for writing subtraction
equations without clues 8
10 A writing subtraction equations 4
D practice subtraction from 10 or less,
tallies displayed 6
E commutativity of sums 11-13 3
F half 3
G practice subtraction from 10 or less 5
H open figures 2
I sums to 11, 12, 13, column format 26
L review identifying circles and line
segments 1
M column subtraction from 10 or less 17
N half 5
R sums of three numbers to 11, 12, 13 23
T introduction of word "minus" with problems
either in vertical or horizontal format 31
V balancing set equations 8
W review rotation of similar figures 5
TABLE 5


























































































































































Th e accelerated branching allowed some students to
move through the curriculum much more rapidly than was the
case during the previous year. Additional material was
prepared in order to provide a sufficient number of
lessons for the more able students.
Analyses of data for individual students in the first
grade mathematics program was completed to determine
whether certain factors could predict a student's per
formance on a given set of lessons. Unlike the factors
based on problem structure used in the "structural analysis,"
the factors used in this analysis were measures of prior
performance of the individual. Two measures of per
formance were involved: the proportion of problems which
the student answered correctly on the first response, and
the student's average latency to the first response on
2
correct problems.
Standard regression models were used to obtain the
predictions. Two theories were involved in choosing the
specific models. One theory was that the best indicator
of a student's future performance is his most recent past
performance. This line of reasoning led to the "temporal"
models in which the prediction of an individual's per
formance in a given block of lessons was based on his





The other theory was that performance depends on
the degree of understanding of the information (terms,
symbols, concepts, etc.) necessary to complete the new
task. This idea led to the "conceptual" models in which
the prediction of an individual's performance on a given
set of lessons was based on his performance on previous
lessons which exemplified the same concept.
Since the difference in performance for a given
individual at two points in the curriculum is a function of
both the "normal" variability of the individual and the
particular curriculum points chosen, the parameters for
the various models were estimated in two ways. The first
method, estimation of group parameters, accounts for dif
ferences in performance as a function of the curriculum
points examined. In this case, one set of parameters was
estimated for each set of lessons with the estimation based
on the performance of all students on the preceding set of
lessons appropriate to the model under consideration. Thus,
to predict an individual's performance, a different set
of parameters was used for each block of lessons; for a
given block, the same set of parameters was used for all
2
students.
The second method, estimation of individual parameters,




individual. In this case, one set of parameters was
estimated for each student based on his performance on
all lessons. Thus, to predict an individual performance,
a set of parameters was used which was unique to that
student but was the same for all blocks of lessons; for
a given block, a different set of parameters was used for
each student. The individual estimation technique was
modified for some models to include, to some extent, dif
ferences in curriculum. Individual parameters for these
models were estimated more than once, each based on a
different segment of the curriculum, e.g., each set of four
lessons. Thus, the set of parameters used to predict an
individual performance was unique to the individual and to
the segment of the curriculum under consideration.
Elementary Russian Program
This is the second of the seven computer-assisted
Instruction programs utilized at Stanford University
involving elementary children during 1968. One hundred
lessons were completed and entered into the computer.
Material for the remaining lessons was selected and out
lined. The data on student performance was used in the
revision of lessons already given to the students.
Language-laboratory tapes were prepared and employed at
-30-
the rate of two tapes per week for ten weeks of the
Stanford 1968 winter quarter
Three additional tapes were required during this
period because the students performed at such a high level.
Homework assignments were prepared and distributed each
2
day. Mid-term and quarter finals were also administered.
The preprocessor was modified to allow the lesson
programmer to drill the students on the forms of a given
noun, verb, or adjective simply by listing (a) the basic
form or forms of the stem in question; (b) the forms to
3
be drilled; and (c) the appropriate paradigm number. The
preprocessor then made use of a set of desinence tables to
generate the appropriate paradigm in a "complete the
endings" frame. One improvement is the introduction of a
special "remedial block" subroutine which allows the lesson
programmer to convert a wide variety of frame types to the
test block structure which was previously available only
in a single-frame format.
The program on which the lessons were run was modified
to allow the use of tested remedial blocks for future
lessons. The value of these blocks was greatly increased





Paradigm refers to an example of a conjugation or
declension showing a work in all of its forms.
-31-
work in a block if they responded successfully to the
test items within the block itself.
The Plato System
Program Logic for Automatic Teaching Operation
(PLATO) originated in June 1960. In the spring of 1961,
the first remote terminal was presented at the University
2
of Illinois at Urbana.
The Plato System is a unique computer-based system
that has been developed in the Computer-based Education
Research Laboratory (CERL) at the University of Illinois.
The purpose of this program has been to produce a cost
effective computer based educational system with the power
and flexibility necessary for provision of high quality
interaction. Important innovations in display technology,
terminal design, communication hardware, system software,
and courseware development have been required to achieve
this end. The results of seventeen years of research and
field testing is today not only an advanced and sophisti
cated automatic educational system, but also a national
computer-based information and communications network.
2Dennis Olson and James Magero, "Piggyback onto
Plato," Audiovisual Instruction, October, 1976, p. 22.
Elisabeth R. Lyman, The Plato System (University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign: Computer-based Education
Research Laboratory, 1977), unpaged.
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The University of Illinois PLATO IV system supports
approximately 950 terminals controlled by a central com
puter system in Urbana, Illinois. The 950 terminals arc
located at about 140 sites: twenty-six sites on the
campus of the University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign,
nine elementary schools, two high schools, six community
colleges, twenty government supported installations,
twenty-seven medical sites (fifteen at colleges and
universities), thirty colleges or universities, and about
twenty miscellaneous business and industrial installations
The terminals are scattered from San Diego, California to
Boston, Massachusetts and from Madison, Wisconsin to
Wichita Falls, Texas. Over 500 of the 950 terminals have
been active simultaneously.
One of the primary purposes of a high quality com
puter-based teaching system is to provide an automated
means for individualizing student instruction while
serving large numbers of students simultaneously. The
PLATO system considers the teacher, the computer, and the
students all as members of an interactive team. The
teacher selects a curriculum from the available instruc
tional material, and the computer presents this material
to the students while monitoring and evaluating their
performance. Each student can work at his or her own pace
receiving instantaneous reinforcement for correct work and
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having access to special information and help when problems
arise. Student interaction with the computer also provides
information on lesson effectiveness. The lesson material
can easily be rearranged by the teacher or revised by its
author in order to improve or to modernize instruction. In
addition, the utilization of the PLATO system for teaching
tasks frees the teacher for special work with individual
students. This is an advantage which conventional teaching
does not usually include.
Plato lessons are versatile and provide a valuable tool
for the educational process whether for presentation of
drill and practice routines, tutorial material, problems to
be solved, information to be retrieved, simulated experi-
2
ments, dialogues, or computations.
Plato lessons are written to accommodate individual
rates and styles of learning, as well as to provide accep
tance of student-constructed answers, immediate feedback
for student responses, and remedial or advanced instruc
tional material.3 Plato instructional material is written
and edited on-line from any terminal while time-sharing
the system with other authors and students. The program
ming language, TUTOR, was created especially for the PLATO








knowledge o£ computer programming. The TUTOR language
offers simplicity as well as sophistication, efficiency,
and power. It includes a variety of graphic and com
putational features, a natural language answer-judging
capability, and many branching commands which give extensive
computer control of teaching style and strategy to the
teacher. While development of high quality instructional
materials is a demanding task for any medium, production
and revision of PLATO lessons are also greatly facilitated
by a wide range of editing aids and other system authoring
features.
No age has been found too old or too young to become
a PLATO learner. From grade school children who learned
reading and mathematics to adults continuing postponed
education, from children with learning disabilities to
inmates of correctional institutions, from persons of other
lands trying to learn the English language to graduate
students in law or physics--all these and more have
participated in learning from the PLATO system.
Users have access to about 5,000 hours of instruc
tional material in over 140 subject areas. There are
programs in engineering, pure sciences, foreign languages,
social sciences, all levels of mathematics, natural sciences,
business, medical and health sciences, English and psychology
to name only a part of the list. Simulation studies of
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social, biological, or technological systems abound. Game
playing, both instructional•and purely recreational, helps
increase the popularity of the system.
The chronological history of the development of the
PLATO project is in Appendix A.
Computer-Assisted Instruction in Texas
One of the more interesting programs today is present
ly in use in Midland, Texas. In this program, the
instructor introduces and explains new concepts to students
through discussion and examples. After the students become
familiar with the concept, drill and practice lessons are
introduced to achieve mastery. By using Computer-Assisted
Instruction, (CAI), the teacher gains the assistance of a
computer to diagnose each student's understanding of the
concept and to present practice problems suited to each
2
student's skill level.
As the student is introduced to exercises at the
CAI terminal, the computer checks to determine the level
of understanding displayed by the student's answers to
these exercises. The computer automatically adjusts the
level of difficulty of all exercises to match the students'
abilities. As a student's understanding increases, the
2
Computer Curriculum Corporation, Computer Assisted
Instruction (date omitted), unpaged.
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computer increases the difficulty of the items presented.
If the student needs remedial assistance, the computer
lowers the level of difficulty. Each student's performance
is monitored individually, so that lessons are tailored to
each student's needs.
The teacher receives printed reports from the computer
on each child's progress. Since the teacher can get these
diagnostic reports as often as needed, the teacher's report
pinpoints areas of student difficulty and shows where a
pupil lacks adequate comprehension of a concept. This
report is easy to understand and can be used both in
counseling the pupil and in parent-teacher conferences. The
report shows each student's name, the number of sessions at
the terminal, time spent on the course, the student's
average grade level, and the student's grade equivalent in
each concept area.
CAI courses are provided in math, reading, and
language skills for grades 1 through 8. Each course is
divided into content areas or strands. As an example, a
math course contains strands for addition, multiplication,
subtraction, division, equations, and so on. By dividing
a course into strands, the Computer Curriculum Corporation
courses take into consideration not only the differences
between students, but also the varying abilities of each
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student. The student begins a lesson by working through
a set of exercises selected from several different strands
or areas of the curriculum. The level of difficulty for
problems from a particular strand is determined by how well
the student is performing in exercises from that strand.
The computer continuously monitors the student's performance
and tailors the problems to individual achievement levels,
Computer-Assisted Testing
Computer-Assisted Testing is a part of a project that
was developed during 1971-72 at the Learning Research and
Development Center at the University of Pittsburg. It was
sponsored by the National Science Foundation, Washington,
D.C. Various uses of the computer were examined: Instruc
tional assistance, testing, management,tutorial instruction,
drill and practice, exploration and discovery, and problem
solving.
The present model of computer testing relies on a
hierarchical structure for mathematical skills that defines
prerequisite relationships among the objectives of a cur
riculum unit. Branching strategies are determined from the
hierarchy and curriculum content for testing purposes. For
each objective several "item forms" are identified. Each
item form consists of a domain of item types, with a list
of generation rules that precisely define that domain of
items. Each item form represents a task or behavior
identified in an objective. Test items are generated from
Tse-Chi Hsu and Marthena Carlson, "Computer Assisted
Testing," A Computer Resource for the Elementary School
(Washington, D.C: United States Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, 1972), p. 9.
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each item form as a student takes a test. At the conclusion
of testing, a summary of the student's performance by item
form is represented, and a teacher can prescribe appropriate
instruction.
The Computer Assisted Testing (CAT) model consists of
five basic components: (1) Testing Manager, (2) Parameter
Controller, (3) Item Generator, (4) Item Administrator, and
(5) Decision Maker. According to this model, the Testing
Manager initiates testing with an item on an objective
specified by the teacher. The particular item presented to
the examinee is constructed by the Item Generator in accord
ance with parameters specified by the test builder by the
way of the Parameter Controller. After each item is
presented and scored by the Item Administrator, the Decision
Maker determines whether or not the examinee's proficiency
status can be declared. If the decision cannot be made, the
Testing Manager assumes control and branches to test another
objective. When all necessary testing has been completed,
the manager summarizes the student's performance and
presents diagnostic information for use in prescribing new
work. The same model is used for both pre and post tests





Based on this model, experimental programs were
written and implemented at the Oakleaf Elementary School
for two multiplication units of the intermediate mathe
matics curriculum. These units covered third and fourth
grade material beginning vith an introduction of multipli
cation and multiplication of single digits and extending
into word and computational problems involving two-digit
numbers multiplied by numbers of three or more digits.
More than one unit was selected for development so that it
would be possible to study the problems encountered in
modifying the programs for different content. New teaching
sequences for the units were developed in conjunction with
the computer programs for CAT, Computer-assisted testing
programs can be developed for any existing curriculum,
provided the curriculum has a reasonably good hierarchical
structure. There are certain advantages in developing new
instructional materials and testing programs at the same
time. Testing hierarchies, branching sequences, and item
forms for CAT can be used in designing instructional
materials, and test results can be interpreted and utilized
2
readily in instruction.
In order to understand how CAT fits into the school
operation, it is necessary to review the current measurement
procedures. Placement tests are usually administered at the
beginning of the school year in order to determine the unit
2Ibid., p. 12.
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where instruction should begin. After the unit is identi
fied, a pretest is administered to make sure that the
student is really in need of instruction in that unit. If
the student can pass the pretest, he can skip that unit and
go on to the next higher one. If he fails all or part of
the pretest, the teacher prescribes some learning materials
for each skill that was not mastered. Two or more curric
ulum embedded tests are provided at the end of the teaching
sequences to determine whether the student's proficiency is
adequate for that skill. Eighty-five percent correct is
the arbitrary criterion for mastery. A post test is
administered when a student masters all skills in the unit.
With the exception of initial placemnt, the CAT programs
are designed to generate and manage all the testing pro
cedures. In addition, the programs can be used to generate
exercise pages for practice problems or for test construc
tion according to prespecified item forms, a function which
teachers find very useful.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Computers have become an important part of the society
in which we live. The rapid pace of life today makes it
necessary to have knowledge available at the touch of a
button. Students must strive to learn more in shorter
periods of time. It is feasible to use Computer Instruc
tional Programs at all levels. It is important at the
elementary level to orient the child early.
The purpose of this paper is to give a brief history
of the evolution of the computer and to describe seven
selected computer programs of instruction at the elemen
tary level.
The Reading-Typewriting experiment which shows that
in addition to producing reading skills, the use of the
typewriter in the classroom has a large number of additional
positive side effects in terms of writing and attention
span, as well as in a reduction of reading problems.
No child had difficulties with the left to right
progression. Since the typewriter allows words to flow in
one direction, it also serves to teach this particular con
cept to children. The majority of the children were able
to sit for forty minutes and concentrate upon typing. This
-41-
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was due partly to the fact that listening lessons were
built into the typing lessons. The child had to listen to
the teacher to determine his next stroke on the typewriter.
Teachers using the program remarked on how rapidly
the class settled itself. Any problems with classroom
order were almost immediately resolved with the introduc
tion of the typewriter. Since the typewriter makes
material extremely legible, the children were able to read
their own work. The typewriter allowed the children a
greater amount of freedom because of both the writing
speed and the clarity of the produced material.
All classes were tested at the end of the first year
using the Stanford Achievement Test and the Reading Skills
Diagnostic Test. Significant differences in favor of the
experimental groups occurred in paragraph meaning, word
2
study skills, and spelling.
In the SPELPAT program, the student is given immediate
feedback--reinforcement for a correct response, information
about the nature of his error if the response is incorrect.
Wild guessing or boredom is prevented by a correction pro
cedure which allows not more than two incorrect responses.
After two consecutive errors on the same item, corrective
feedback is provided. The columns that the student has
Ann Marie Bernazza et al., "An Experimental Test of
First Grade Reading-Typewriting Program," Reading: Process
and Pedagogy, Nineteenth Yearbook of the National Reading
Conference (Milwaukee: Marquette University Press, 1971),
p. 38.
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generated illustrate by contrast the various graphemic
options for the target sound. One very important feature
of this program is that it is completely general so that
any group of words that illustrate graphemic options and
that can be worked into a few lines can be plugged in.
Thus, the program can be adapted to any grade level.
In the Brentwood Mathematics Programs multivariate
data analysis for seventy-three first graders led to
identification of factors affecting performance on mathe
matical problems. Tables 3 and 4 given general ideas
about phases of the children's progress. Another indicator
is the proportion of the problems to which the pupils
responded correctly. Table 5 shows the number of children
whose achievement for a week fell within the indicated
range of percentage correct.
In the Elementary Russian Program approximately sixty-
six percent of both the mid-term and the final examinations
were identical both for the computer-based and for the
regular Russian I sections. While the performance of the
computer-based group continued to be superior to that of
Karen K. Block and Dorothea P. Simon, "Computer
Assisted Instruction in Spelling," A Computer Resource
for the Elementary School (Washington, D.C.: United
States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1972),
p. 16.
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the regular group, the most striking difference was the
number of pupils who continued with the second-quarter
Russian. A much larger percentage of pupils remained in
the computer-based group than in the regular group.
Evaluation of the PLATO method of teaching is
facilitated by the ease of storage of student response data
as it is produced, and by a wide variety of lesson manage
ment tools available to the instructors for interpretation
of student progress and achievement. Despite the enormous
number of variables involved in instruction, analysis of
PLATO lesson effectiveness has been both subjective and
obj ective.
Teachers report that students do as well or better
in PLATO based courses and particularly in instances where
homework is involved in the PLATO instruction. Students
seem more motivated to complete assigned PLATO exercises.
Authors who have written unique teaching presentations often
point out that their PLATO lessons teach special concepts
far better than by any previously used techniques. Non-
author teachers and their students agree that PLATO
2
materials are useful.
Atkinson, Stanford Program in Computer-Assisted
Instruction for the period January 1, 1968 to March 31,
1968, p. 69.
2
Luman, The Plato System, unpaged.
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Various studies indicate that over ninety percent of
students enjoy PLATO instruction and believe it is helpful
in learning material. A large number have now used PLATO
in more than one subject area over several years so their
reactions no longer mirror solely the effect of the novelty
of the system. Although there is a consensus that the
system should not completely replace the human teacher,
PLATO teaching has had a promising and enthusiastic
reception on the part of teachers and students.
In the Computer-Assisted Instructional Program in
Texas the long-desired goal of individualized instruction
becomes a reality. Teachers have more time to spend with
their students since they are relieved from so much record-
keeping. Since this form of teaching is almost like a
game, students respond to it with enthusiasm. Many want
to practice before and after regular school hours. CAI
helps low-achieving students overcome the frustration of
repeated failure. Their attitudes and their self-confidence
seem to improve.
Computer Assisted Testing more readily permits
branched testing according to the performance of the student.
When using CAT, it is easier to vary the number of test
items according to the student's performance on the items.
If the student is consistently either right or wrong, a
decision of non-mastery or mastery can be made earlier than
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would be possible with paper-and-penci1 tests. If the
pattern of responses is not in a sequence of all right or
all wrong, more items can be administered. The additional
items permit a more valid decision than is possible with
paper and pencil tests.
The student's time spent in testing is reduced, due
in part to the hierarchy which requires fewer objectives to
be tested, and in part to the provision for an early
decision about mastery and non-mastery as discussed in the
2
previous paragraph.
The computer can be used to generate any number of
equivalent tests for evaluating a given skill or unit,
eliminating the problems associated with using the same
test more than once.
'Conclusions
1. Children learn faster after they have mastered
the techniques of using computers and consequently more
material can be presented.
2. The computer-assisted instruction permits each
child to proceed at his or her own pace.
3. The feedback relative to correctness or incorrect
ness is almost instantaneous and therefore there is no
delay in acquiring correct information.




4. Constant application of input and results
eliminate boredom and tends to challenge students in the
learning process.
5. Teachers who use computer-assisted instruction
have more time to work with pupils with special problems,
6. Computer-assisted instruction helps low-achieving
pupils overcome the frustration of repeated failures thus
improving their self confidence.
7. Systems are often deprived of the use of computers
in instruction because of the high costs of the hardware
and the software involved.
8. Many schools are over-crowded and lack the
necessary space for this program.
Appendix A
History of the PLATO Project
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1960 PLATO I system (one terminal)
1961 January PLATO II (two terminals)
1961 March First remote terminal (thirty miles)
1961 Spring First PLATO system teaching attempt
1962 Spring First UI PLATO course accreditation
1963 Fall First stage of PLATO III system completed
1964 December First on-line editing
1965 Fall First course exclusively taught on the PLATO
1966 March PLATO III system (twenty terminals)
1966 Summer First multiple on-line author editing
1968 March PLATO IV system design started
1968 June Disk file program storage added enabling time-shared
authoring, editing and student use
1968 Winter Four remote demonstration centers in operation
(twelve to fourteen terminals each)
1969 Summer 150 hours of available instructional material
1970 Summer 720 hours of instructional material
1971 May Delivery of first Digivue display from Owens-Illinois
1971 June Delivery of first PLATO IV terminal from Magnavox
1971 Winter Installation of CDC 6400 for PLATO IV system
1972 Summer 1,600 hours of PLATO III instructional material in about
seventy courses with 154,000 student contact hours to date
250 PLATO IV terminals in operation at approximately forty
locations (fifteen on the University of Illinois campus and
about twenty-five off-campus)
Installation of CDC Cyber 73 computer
PLATO III system phased out
25,000 contact hours (authors and students) between September
and December 31, 1973
1974 January 500,000 words ECS added
1974 February 400 PLATO IV terminals in operation at approximately seventy
locations (twenty on the University of Illinois campus and
about fifty off-campus) 1,500 hours of available PLATO IV
lessons material in fifty teaching areas used in over ninety
college courses
1974 April Control Data Corporation, Arden Hills--the second PLATO IV
1974 July 700 terminals of the University of Illinois PLATO IV


















Remote demonstration, Bucharest, Rumania
Florida State University, Tallahassee--third PLATO IV
Addition of 1,000,000 words ECS
system
campus, ten146 sites on the University of Illinois
elementary schools, three high schools, six community
colleges, twenty-two government related installations,
thirty-one medical sites (seventeen at colleges or
universities), thirty-two colleges and universities,
sixteen miscellaneous
1,000,000 terminal contact hours (students and authors)
between January 1, 1975 and November 19, 1975
Control Data Corporation--University of Illinois legal
agreement signed on March 12 confirmed by the UI Board of
Trustees April 14
Control Data Corporation public announcement of plans for
marketing the PLATO system
2,000,000 terminal hours of PLATO IV use between June 1, 1974
and May 24, 1976
University of Quebec-Quebec, Canada--fourth PLATO IV system
Approximately 5,000 hours of available instructional material
on the University of Illinois system PLATO lesson publication
by Control Data Corporation initiated
140 sites on the University of Illinois PLATO IV network;
twenty-six on campus, nine elementary schools, six high
schools, six community colleges, twenty government related
installations, twenty-seven medical sites (fifteen at
colleges or universities) thirty colleges and universities, and
about twenty miscellaneous installations
CDC Cyber 73 and CDC 6500 running simultaneously operating the
University of Illinois PLATO system
Remote demonstrations in Hawaii, Iran, Australia, and Venezula
System output rate changed from 1,260 to 1,200 bits per second
3,000,000 contact hours logged on the University of Illinois
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